We've been celebrating shindigs, soirees, feasts & festivities for 25 years. Peek inside & get into the party spirit with us!
Celebrations bring us together, make memories, and are the best excuse to have a load of fun with your favourite people. Here at The Gluttonous Gardener we spend our days working to deliver gifts to mark these significant milestones and take pride in sending our unique gifts throughout the land to surprise and delight your loved ones. Long after the cake has been eaten and the balloons have deflated, our growing gifts serve as a treasured reminder of your most special occasions. So whether you like a sophisticated soirée or rambunctious shindig, we wish you a year of joyful celebrations!

Stawberry Bed £42
Encourage your true love to get fruity with this ready to plant strawberry bed. You’ll enjoy many happy summers of tasty strawberries to pick together.

Housewarming Fig Crate £44
Now they’ve finally got the keys and have shifted all the boxes, they’ll be delighted to receive a beautiful fruiting fig tree and get their new garden growing. This handsome and hardy tree will thrive in a pot on a balcony so makes a superb housewarming gift for even the humblest abode.
Congratulations on
your wedding

WEDDING DAY CRATE £50
What could be a more eloquent symbol of flourishing love? Certainly rather more romantic than a toast rack or bath mat, this beautiful rambling rose will flower spectacularly year after year, evoking treasured memories of the happy day.

MOTHER OF THE BRIDE £50
Hours of decorating, weeks of planning and decades of love and support. This elegant and fragrant rose is a wonderful present for the one who helped to make the Big Day so special.

We can personalise the crate for a mother, father or parents of the bride or groom.

Why not make your gift even more special by adding Champagne at checkout?

www.glut.co.uk 020 7627 0800

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT £45
A long-standing symbol of enduring love, this beautiful evergreen Myrtle bush is a traditional feature of the bridal posy. Planted in tribute to the happy union, snowy-white starbursts of blossom will flower amongst glossy foliage throughout the summer and pretty sprigs can be plucked for the bouquet on the big day.

SILVER WEDDING CRATE £52
So many years of love and happiness are an achievement deserving of an exceptional reward. Our wedding anniversary rose crate celebrates this joyful accomplishment with a lifetime supply of beautiful roses accompanied by a slate personalised with the name and date of the happy occasion.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
A beautiful rose for each milestone anniversary...

diamond pearl ruby gold
GODPARENT GIFT £45
A beautiful hazel tree to plant in celebration of one of life’s most important and joyful responsibilities. As the little one grows big and strong this beautiful tree will thrive and provide autumn harvests of delicious nuts.

A fitting gift for those who nurture and defend, Corylus (Hazel) derives from the Greek word meaning ‘helmet’ which describes the distinctive shape of the husk and explains the tree’s association with protection. There is a well-established tradition of bringing branches of hazel into homes to protect against thunder and lightning, and on ocean voyages to guard against shipwreck.

ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH £42
A healthy young mulberry bush to be planted in honour of the new arrival, and grow in tribute of this most joyful occasion. Long after the bootees and crib are outgrown, this gorgeous mulberry tree will continue to flourish and when the little one is toddling they’ll delight in picking the tasty red berries from their own mulberry bush. The tree arrives in a crate personalised with the name of the baby and date of the birth, christening or naming ceremony.

THE BANANA BOX £34
A totally tropical treat to surprise even the trickiest to buy for. No green fingers or extravagant glasshouse required, this beautiful plant will thrive on a sunny windowsill.
WINE AND VINE CRATES £50
The perfect present for the man who helped you grow and thrive, he’ll enjoy nurturing this healthy grape vine to grow his own wine. We’ve chosen a variety well suited to the fickle British climate, which produces grapes excellent for both eating and wine making. Whilst he awaits his first harvest he’ll enjoy the bottle of outstanding wine that accompanies the grape vine.

FRAGRANT CRABAPPLE CRATE £34
This year we’ll deliver a gift as beautiful and brilliant as your mum. Perhaps one of the most magnificently blooming trees in Britain, this fragrant crabapple will flaunt a spectacular display of fragrant white blossom each and every spring. A bit better than a bouquet!

THE BLUEBERRY BOX £38
Mum always said it was important to send thank you notes, and (as usual) she was right. But now you’re a grown up you can go one better and show your gratitude with a beautiful growing gift. This fruitful pair of blueberry bushes will delight the grower with delicious indigo-coloured fruits, and brighten the garden with brilliant displays of blazing pink autumn colour.

GIN DRINKER’S COMPANION £65
After all that hard work it’s time for them to relax with a glass of something special. We’ve created this gift for those who are particularly particular about their G&T. Alongside a large bottle of the finest small-batch Gin, we’ll send your gin connoisseur a pair of evergreen juniper bushes which will bear the small dark berries that give gin its distinctive flavour and, of course, a supply of fresh lemons.

THANK YOU for...
...BEING A WONDERFUL TEACHER
...HELPING ME SHIFT THAT REALLY HEAVY SOFA
...TAKING ME ON HOLIDAY

HAPPY MOTHER’S day

HAPPY FATHER’S DAY
BABY’S FIRST CHRISTMAS TREE £40

Celebrate a new addition to the family and begin a new tradition: bringing in the Christmas tree each year as both tree and child grow tall and strong together. This beautiful dwarf Christmas tree arrives in a handsome terracotta pot and is ready to grow in the garden. It is accompanied by an engraved slate marker dedicating the tree to precious new baby.

Depending on how organised you are you can order at any time of year and choose a delivery date in perfect time for Christmas.

GO SLOE £60

Do you know someone special who’d love to have a go at home-grown sloe gin? We’ve been championing this top tipple for many years, and any country dweller will extol the warming properties of a hip flask of sloe gin on a cold day. We will deliver a trio of ready-to-plant sloe bushes accompanied by a bottle of award-winning sloe gin to provide inspiration for future harvests.

It is the most wonderful time of the year! But Christmas shopping can be a bit of a hassle. So leave it to us to carefully pack, beautifully wrap & safely deliver gifts to everyone on your list.

JUST BECAUSE...
THERE’S NEVER A BAD TIME
TO TREAT YOUR FAVOURITE PERSON
WITH A THOUGHTFUL SURPRISE

www.glut.co.uk 020 7627 0800

MERRY CHRISTMAS

COFFEE CRATE £42
ORANGE CRATE £48
EXTRA FIG CRATE £42

ANCIENT FRUIT CRATE £40
JASMINE CRATE £36
EXTRA OLIVE CRATE £42

It is the most wonderful time of the year!
But Christmas shopping can be a bit of a hassle.
So leave it to us to carefully pack, beautifully wrap & safely deliver gifts to everyone on your list.
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Celebrate a new addition to the family and begin a new tradition: bringing in the Christmas tree each year as both tree and child grow tall and strong together. This beautiful dwarf Christmas tree arrives in a handsome terracotta pot and is ready to grow in the garden. It is accompanied by an engraved slate marker dedicating the tree to precious new baby.

Depending on how organised you are you can order at any time of year and choose a delivery date in perfect time for Christmas.

GO SLOE £60

Do you know someone special who’d love to have a go at home-grown sloe gin? We’ve been championing this top tipple for many years, and any country dweller will extol the warming properties of a hip flask of sloe gin on a cold day. We will deliver a trio of ready-to-plant sloe bushes accompanied by a bottle of award-winning sloe gin to provide inspiration for future harvests.

It is the most wonderful time of the year!
But Christmas shopping can be a bit of a hassle.
So leave it to us to carefully pack, beautifully wrap & safely deliver gifts to everyone on your list.

BABY’S FIRST
CHRISTMAS TREE £40

Celebrate a new addition to the family and begin a new tradition: bringing in the Christmas tree each year as both tree and child grow tall and strong together. This beautiful dwarf Christmas tree arrives in a handsome terracotta pot and is ready to grow in the garden. It is accompanied by an engraved slate marker dedicating the tree to precious new baby.

Depending on how organised you are you can order at any time of year and choose a delivery date in perfect time for Christmas.

GO SLOE £60

Do you know someone special who’d love to have a go at home-grown sloe gin? We’ve been championing this top tipple for many years, and any country dweller will extol the warming properties of a hip flask of sloe gin on a cold day. We will deliver a trio of ready-to-plant sloe bushes accompanied by a bottle of award-winning sloe gin to provide inspiration for future harvests.
An engraved slate or wooden plaque will make your gift even more memorable and distinctive, and many of our occasion gifts already include personalisation. We can add personalised crates or slates to any of our gifts. Simply select your chosen item when you check out and you'll see an on-screen preview of your engraved message.

All engraving is prepared by us in house so won't slow down your order.

A YEAR OF GROWING GIFTS £500
If you’re seeking an impressive gift for an extra special occasion or you can’t choose which of our marvellous crates to send, we will send your special-someone an entire Year of Gluttonous Gardener Gifts. Each and every month of the year we will deliver a beautifully wrapped Gluttonous Gardener crate to the lucky recipient. We will choose plants which are in season and looking lovely, or you may pick crates which best suit the taste or garden of the recipient.

THE VINEYARD £200
An extravagant gift for a wine enthusiast who would like to transform their own garden into a vineyard. We deliver twenty ready-to-plant grape vines which have been specially chosen to thrive in our fickle British climate and produce grapes excellent for both eating and wine-making. Alongside the vines the recipient will find a bottle of award-winning Bordeaux and a pair of excellent vine shears. We hope they invite you over to share their first vintage!

THE VINEYARD
10 red vines + 10 white vines

and this time, it’s personal...

An engraved slate or wooden plaque will make your gift even more memorable and distinctive, and many of our occasion gifts already include personalisation. We can add personalised crates or slates to any of our gifts. Simply select your chosen item when you check out and you’ll see an on-screen preview of your engraved message.

All engraving is prepared by us in house so won’t slow down your order.

www.glut.co.uk 020 7627 0800
We think that we have not only the best-looking and most original packaging but also the cleverest and most secure, ensuring that all our plants arrive in perfect condition however far they have to travel.

Gluttonous Gardener gets super-seeded!

We’re excitedly launching our brand new range of seed box gifts - clever collections of flowers or herbs delivered in beautiful boxes alongside slates engraved with your own message. Each nifty box will fit through the letterbox and it arrives in a smart postbag without pricing so may be delivered directly to the recipient.

Delivery

⭐️ We deliver UK Nationwide on the date of your choice.

⭐️ Each gift is hand-packed to order and couriered overnight to ensure it arrives swiftly and in perfect condition.

⭐️ If you’re sending a gift for a special occasion simply select the specific delivery date on the calendar during checkout.

⭐️ Order before our afternoon deadline for guaranteed next weekday delivery in the UK

⭐️ When your order is dispatched you’ll receive an email and text message to give you your tracking number and a 1-hour delivery window.

⭐️ We offer free standard UK delivery for orders over £100

We think that we have not only the best-looking and most original packaging but also the cleverest and most secure, ensuring that all our plants arrive in perfect condition however far they have to travel.
We know it's not polite to blow our own trumpet, but we're always happy to listen to the tune of a happy customer! toot toot!

Having used the Gluttonous Gardener before, it was a no-brainer to order the potted fig tree and jar of fig jam as an alternative to a Christmas jumper! Completely bowled my Dad over. I can't wait for the next opportunity to surprise and amaze someone with an original and completely apt present! DL Jones

I have bought a few different Gluttonous gift boxes and each one has had a great reaction. The order process is fast and easy and it's great that you can order in advance but pick the date you want something to be delivered, making sure it gets there on a special day. Deborah

I had to find a really personal gift for an anniversary for some relatives who have everything and need nothing. After looking through the Gluttonous Gardener website, I found lots of things to choose from which were much nicer than chocolates or wine - that is so boring - try the Gluttonous Gardener for a gift that won't be forgotten!! Maggie

I couldn't have been better! So impressed first of all by the packaging - not only did it stand up to delivery extremely well, but it looked great too - just what you want to entice someone into opening a gift - they are excited before they have even opened the box. C H

Amazing range of gifts for anyone and any occasion. Really well thought out, beautifully packaged. It was obvious a lot of care and thought goes into these products. I will be back! Rebekah

THE GLUTTONOUS GARDENER
VITIS HOUSE, 50 DICKENS STREET
LONDON SW8 3EQ

www.glut.co.uk 020 7627 0800